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INTRODUCTION

High gain direct drive inertial confinement fusion squires

very uniform im~iation of a hollow spherical shell with a
layer of fusionable deuterium and tritium on its inner surface.
The intensity of laser irradiation builds up in several
nanoseconds from an initial ‘foot’ at -10’3 W/cma to more
than 10’SW/cm* during the main drive pulse. Laser ablation
of the capsule surfarx produces a high pressure, accelcmti~g
the shell radially inward, and resulting in Rayleigh-Taylor
(R-T) growth of surface perturbations originating from both
the initial surface roughness of the capsule and from imprint
of spatial non-uniformities in the laser drive intensity early
in the laser pulse.

The uniformity of illumination on a direct drive implosion
capsule is determined on a large scale by the multi-beam
irradiation geometry, and on a small scale by beam
smoothing techniques. By using a large number of beams
(such as the 60 beams of the Omega laser’ or 48 beam clusters
for the NIFZ),large scale non-uniformities due to the overlap
of the laser focal spots are adequately reduced. Random phase
plates (RPPs)3 are introduced to smooth the individual beam
focal spots. Ilw spatial in[ensity variations of the
individual beam speckle patterns may be smoothed by
spectral dispersion (SSD)’ with induced spatial incoherence
(ISI)’ or by using partially coherent light!

We performed experiments to study the imprint under
conditions simulating the low intensity foot of the pulse on
an ignition target, such as designed for the NIF. We used a
0.53 pm laser wavelength, and considered the imprint in thin
Al foils due 10 both a broadbanddistribution of modes such as
those in smoothed speckle patterns, and a single mode
optical intensity variation. We characterized the laser
imprint using a Ge x-ray laser and muhilayer imaging optics,
as described previously.’ In this paper we summarize and
compare the multiple and single mode imprinting results.

X-RAY LASER RADIOGRAPHY

To measure early time imprinting prior to the onset of R-T
growth. we use the Gc x-ray laser, which lams at 19.6 nm.
Since the mass absorption coefficients of all materials are
high for this wavelength, w use Al foils, with an L
absorption edge at a photon energy just above the x-ray laser
energy, With this configuration, we are able to probe 2 ~
foils with a high sensitivity to modulation in optical depth.
A 50 nm variation in the foiI thkkness corresponds to a 10%
variation in the transmission of the x-my laser.

We use the x-ray laser as a source of mdiation for face-on
radiography, as described in reference 7. We image the
modulation in optical depth of the directly driven foil target
using molybdenum-silicon multilayer optics.’ A single
spherical reflecting optic is used at near normal incidence in
combination with a flat mirror at 45° incidence that serves to
spectrally filter the image. ‘Ilte mtdtilaycr optics relay an
image of the transmission of the x-ray laser backlighter

through the dirtxtly drive foil onto a 16-bit Peltier cooled
back-thinned (CCD) with high magnification and high
resolution. We characterized the modulation ~mnsfer
function using gold grid targets, and determined that the
resolution is quivalent to that fmm a 5 pm full width at half
maximum (fwbm) Gaussian point spread function.

OPTICAL IRRADIATION PATTERN

We showsample far fmld images of the ititation patterns
used in these imprint experiments in Fig. 1 ‘llwse images
were recorded as an equivalent focal plane image during the
experimental series using photographic film that was pulse
calibrated at the 0.53 pm laser wavelength. These images are
displayed as fractional modulation in the exposure to
represent the time integrated optical smoothing level. In
addition, we show the 2-D Fourier transforms of the speckle
patterns, which we will discuss later.

In Figs. la-c, we show the multimode speckle patterns used
for the experiments. We show a static speckle pattern,
together with SSD smoothed and 1S1 smoothed speckle
patterns at 0.53 ~. The Vulcan beam was f/1O, which
provides a speckle size of about 10 microns. The imprint
beam was incident of the Al foil at 16” off-normal, and the
pulse shape was 1.0 ns square with a -100 ps rise. Tbc

average intensity within the fwhm spot size was in the range
2-6x 10’2 W/cm~.

In Fig. Id. w show a sample optical intensity pattern used
for the single mode imprin[ experiments. This intensity
pattern was achieved by interfering the Airy pattern focal
spots of two beam segments that were transmimd through 4
x 10 mm rectangular apertures in a beam block inserted into
the beam path. The average intensity was 3-10x 10’1 W/cm*.

The static speekle pattern is an interference pattern from the
mndom phases of the RPP elements. The Fourier transform
shown in Fig. 1a is azimuthally symmetric, and it has a
theoretical value for the rms modulation of 1.0. We measured
an rms modulation of 0.93.

Smoothing by spectral dispersion reduces the modulation of
the speckle pattern by spatially dispersing the time varying
spectml components of the broadband laser in one
dimension. The speckle pattern fluctuates mpidly in one
direction, smoothing of the short wavelength structure in
that direction, as indicated by the one-dimensional nature of
the Fourier transform of the SSD smootbcd speckle pattern.
We measured a value of 0.25 for the modulation of the SSD
smoothed speckle pattern with 0.5 THz bandwidth (measured
with a spectrometer at the 0.53 pm laser wavelength).

Spatial incoherence is induosd on”the 0.5 THz Vulcan beam
by inserting a 5x5 array of varying thickness glass plates
into the beam path, in addition to the RPP, introducing
delays of up to 220 pa on different segments of the beam.
7he resulting speckle pattern shows a reduction in the Fourier
power for short wavelengths in all directions, but not for the
longer wavelengths that are determined by the apedde size
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F@rc I: Opiial imdiatim patterns.&d forIJC hnprint experiments.‘f7u pawns dtawc am.) smdcRPPspxkk pattern.b) SSD amovthcd
s~klc PMtcrn,c) ISI mmrmbcdspecklepattcm.and d) M pm sinp,leo@icd mode. Eachis disihycd = modulationin exposureon OK film. ?he
2-D Fourier tmnsfomnsme show. (w refercncc.

for the bcamlets fmm each segment of the glzw plate array.
We measured m rms modulation of 0.27 for the ISI smoothed

speckle pauem.

The difkrcnccs in the speckle patterns w illusfratcd wilh
tincnuts in Fig. 2 or the 2-D Fourier spectra shown carficr in

Fig. 1, tincO.Ls of Fourier fwwer pwallcl and pmpe.dicuku
to the dispersion dircclion show that the puwcr in the

perpendicular direction is only slightly mitmd from the
static sp+cklc p.mcm, whmcm the power in (h. pmdlcl

dircclion is significantly md.ccd hy Ihc Iimc-vmying
dis~rsion. For (hc U.SC oi ISI smoothing, the power is

md.ccd for wavclcnglhs shows than about 50 um (mocfc 4) in

all directions.

LASER IMPRINTED MODULATION

A. 0.53 pm irradiation at 2-6x1O” W/cm’

We irradiated 2 #m thick Al foils with a 1 ns laser pul,se rd

intensities varying fmm 2.6x10” W/cm’ at 0.53 pm. Tbe

typical shock brukout time is .abw 0.20 ns. We recorded
XUV radiographs of the mcnfulatio. in optical dcplh in the

foil using the Gc x-ray laser. An cx[ensive dzua set wm

ohtaincd including both imprinl and subsequent R-T growth

by rmording radiogmphs at various times relative m Ihe
imprint laser pulse.

We show sample XUV mdiogmphs in Pig. 3 [hat were

recorded for each smoothing scheme on Vulcan. The% arc all

shown at about 0.45 m into the optical drive PU[se.

following 0.25 m of R-T instabithy growth. I. the case of
static sp.xkle. the modulation in op(ical depfb of fbe foil is

very pronounced. For Ow SSD and ISI snmothcd cases with

mesurcd optical exposute rms modulations of 0.25-0.27.

however, dw modulation is close m OK level of the

background resulting fmm fine surface finish of the Al foils
and OK intrinsic sfw,ckle pattern of fhe x-my lam at the

plme of the din foil.

Two.dimensional Fcurief transforms of the optical depth

modulation are alsa shown in Fig. 3, corresponding to the

XUV radiographs. - show soucfure that reproduces the

sfmcture of the optical speckle pmtems, shown earlier i n

Fig. 1. Liwouts of thmc 2-D Fouriu POW are shown in
Fig. 4. Two Iinco.ts me shown for lhe SSD smcmthcd beam

pamllel and p-?rpmdiculw to the dispcrsio. direction,
whereas the Iineo.m for the static and ISI smoothed imprint

am azimuthally symmuric and arc shown avemgcd for the

Iwo directions. 7hc mcdula(ion imprinted by an SSD

smoothed beam shows power aI shoti wavelcngfhs only i n

the dtrcction pmp-endicular 10 the dispersion direction. For

the example of 1S[. (h. Iincout shows power al long
vmvcle.gths chamc!cristic of fhc spccklc from the individual
.mhdm scgm.nls. bw there is Iitllc power in short

vmveleng(b modulations in all dircctiww as shown

previously for the Iincouts of the Fo.ricr transform of the

optical spccklc patt.r..

By imaging the optical depth modulation of lhc thin Al foil
at a range of times. wc rc.mrd the R-T gmwlh of perturbations
in tbc foil. Wc show a time wqucncc of lincouts from the

Fourier analysis of the sta!ic speckle imprinted modulations

in Fig. 5. Tbk shows tbc growth of paombations at all

wavelengths. Note that bcca.sc the Fowicr Transforms arc

azimu( holly symmetric. wc can multiply these cuwcs by Z%n,

where n is (be mode number. m obtain Fourier power per

mode. lhis then provides a (ccbnique for measuring of the

in. fabifhy gmwlh. rwdvcd as function or mode number.

Since w do no! yet have derailed simulations of this

experiment that include opacity effect.. (=?SO)). we
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F@m 3 XUV radiographsof mod.kuim i. tbeAl foil recordedwith the x-my fasc$.k am sfwwns modulationin opiicd dqih at 1-0,45 m
for thecam a) staticspkk imprint.b) SS0 mmcdwd impdnt.andc) 1S1smoc4bedimprim. Tbc nwd.!ation in optical d.w imprintedby a xi.gle
15 pm modeisshown‘d 1=0.38.s. Twc-& mcmi.md FourierIrmsforrm am show. for reference.

empirical] y nmnalizcd cw rmasurr.men(s to carrcct for the

av.mgc change in opacity due m compression (discu,swd i n

the iollowing scctir m). his nommlizcd mm is plotted i n
Fig. 6 for (he various cases of lm.sr smw(hing. Demil. of

the change in mm m a function d time depends on the

Fourier composition of (hc speckle pattcm. However, m a
firs! order approximation. w msmnu the growth r.a[e is the

same for !hc di ffcrcnt cm.,, and an expon.mtial fit m the
static imprint data is applied with a constnm multiplier (o Ibc

other two USC<. We ohwmvc signifhnt imprint of the static

.pccklc. Imcrpolaling al [hc shock hrcakoul time of about
0.20 ns. wc observe dm( (he fractional rms mmjulrdion i n

mass pcr unit area is 0.053_W.fJ79.

7SW SSD smc.xh.d c-me shows little chmg. i“ (he rms above

lhc noise early in time. We ca” XC the I-D modulation

chwacmriwic of Ibc residual speckle pnttern dw to SSfl
smoolbi”g, but tbc isotropic noise duc to the surface finish

of tbe foil and tbe intrinsic speckle pattcm of the x-ray laser

dornintms the rms. 731c surfact roughmss of tbc Al foils is

about 20 nm. which corrmpmds m a Ievcl of 0.01 in Fig. 6.

At hue time, the rncdulation inqmintcd by SSD grows above

the noise level. if we look al t= 1.0 m. and ex.trnpdate back
10 shock br.eakoul at 0.20 IIS by assuming the .smm R-T

grow(h hiwory m for the stmic RPP speckle CISC (c.rw
shown i“ Fig. 6), tbcn we obtain an nm modulation i n

fKICliOmJ! mas%per unit area of 0.018m,fj02, Tbc grOw,h
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raw dam depend w.eakly on the diswi bulion of modes. but w

have not incl.dcd this in our ini[ial analysis of the data.

Performing . similar analysis on the dnta obmincd hy

imprinting wi!b 1S1. we observe thm the mm nmdul.tio. i”
fractional mass per unil area is about 0.008N.00 I .1 1=0.20

.s. Thc 1S1smocuhc.dspccklc pattern imprints the least i n
these mrgcts. Nom (hat in this cmc the pulse shape has a rise

time that is XJ.2 .s due m !hc glms plate barn ddoys. The
diffucm pulse shapemay affect the overall hydrodynamics.

hut rclalive m the 50% tisc poi.1 on the Imer p.lsc shape,

[hc shock hrcaks out at the same tirnc (0.2 .s).

B. Single mod. 0.53 pm irradiation

fly introducing a bmrn block wilh two small .Iwrwms, as

dmcribcd SCpfJ,dy.’ we irnpri.!cd J hydrodynamic
Wrl.rbalion imo the roil wilh a single vmvelength, We used
this to characterize si@e mode impri”ti”g and R-T growth.

and also m chmactuim the opaci (y imrcaw for shock

compmssed Al. Although we conducted a sequence of tests.
using single mmk quical pcmmbations with wavclengtb of

15-90 Km. and M 1- 10x 10“ W/cm’. w di.wuss hem only a

s.mmwy of the rcsulLs fmm the 15 pm single optical mcdc

imprinting al 3-5x 10’1 Wlcrnl, and w compare the rmut L%
with d,. multiple mcde imprinting. Dclailcd amdysis of [h.

di[fcrcm cases is shown in more dc(ail by Wolfmm .x al.”

An XUV mdiogmph of a thin Al foil imprinted wilh this k=! 5
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tie Smwib F mode.
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Figure6 Modulationinoptieatdeptha..a furrerionof timeimprinted
by thedifferemsmoothing@elmquca

pm single mode patkm at about 3x10’2 W/cm* is shown in
Fig. 3d. afong with the two dimensional Fourier transform.
The zero order interference fringe intensity pattern has an
Airy pattern envelope with fwbm ditttenaion of the cattml
peak of about 125 pro x 320 pm. Thk irna~ recoded at
0.58 ns into the optical drive pulse, shows a single mode
modulation in the optical depth of the foil.

The x-ray laser probe allows us to radiograph a large area of
the foil that includrx bo(h shocked and rmsbocked regions
when we mea small irradiationpatternsuch a..”that generated
with the two apermwes. We observe in the allographs [hat
the shocked region is more opaque than the unshocked region
(the region with the ripples in Fig. M is darkeron average
than lhc surrounding edges), which is doe 10 a shock
enhancement in the opacity.

We quantify the shock change in opady using a time-
sequencc of radiographs. and empirically remove the effeet of
(imc-dependenl opacity from the rms modulation of the
imprinted foil. as shown eariim in Fig. 6. We apply this
correction as:

ii(pt) S(hl{cxposure)),
—.
(p!) (Kpl)”+400)

whcm (A-d) is 4.48 for 2 ~rn thick cold Al at the 19.6 nm ~

x-ray laser wavcimrgth, and 40D) is the difference in
romage optical dcp[h in the shocked region vs. the
unfrocked region. In these experiments. the average change
in optical depth. fl(OD). is <1.3 in the shocked region,
which means that this effect represents a eorredion to the
fractional modulation of ma..s per unit area le.w than 25%.

Note that once the shock breaks out from the Al foil at 0.20
ns. the effect of shock errhaneernentof the opacity is redrreed
beearrse the foil decompresses Calculations with OPAL
re..ult in a change in the opacity of the Al of 2S% during the
shock tmnsit ph~se, in agreement with the experimental
result. After shock breakou~ however, simulations that
included x-ray prehea( sugge..ted the foil danmprrssed fa..ter
than the opacity data indicates. At the time of shock
breakout, the simulations indicated that the ratio of
P/P(Fenni) at the high pressure limit was about 1.03. Severaf
hundetwf ps after the shock breaks out+ x-ray preheat has a
larger effect. but this does not affec( the comparison of
imprinted modulation due to the different smootbbtg aehernea
since they are affeeted identically. Tltk effect of preheat is a
complication of the experiments, but it does not invalidate
them as a test of the modeling.

We Fouria amlyzed the modulation imprinted by the single
mode opticaf pattern for the expaiments, and plotted the
Fourier amplitude of the 15 ~ mode as a function of time.
Ttds is shown in Fig. 7, cometed for the change in opacity

~
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Figure7: Imprintefficiencymeawredfrom both singte mode ad
mrrltipk made optied modutaiions fork 15pm.

due to sfroek compression, and normalized by the laser
intensity modulation of the 15 ~m mode obtained by Fouria
analyzing the optical intensity pattern shown earfier in Fig.
Id. This corresponds to an imprint efticieocy.

The single mode and mrtltir&xfeperturbations are imprinted
in the foil with similar efficiency relative to the optical
intensity modulation, demonstrating the linearity of the
imprint proces.. in these experiments. on the graph. we
include a fit to the full set of data, including the single mode
and multiple mode re..rr\Lsat average intensities of 3-5x 10’~
W/cm~. The growth rate plotted here is 1.9i0.2 ns”’, where
the growth is of modulation normalized to (hc Iascr intcnsit y
modulation.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have used the XW radiography technique to study
imprint in thin foils. Wc made measurements of the temporal
dcvcloprnerrt of the imprinted modulation including
Rayleigh-Taylor growth of the modulations imprinted by low
intensity 0.53 pm irradiation on a 2 ~m Al foil under various
laser smoothing schemes. Wc have uxed a single mode
intensity pat[cm to characterize the imprint at single
perturbation wavelengths. This allows a direct comparison
of single vs. muhiplc mode imprinting.
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